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Flashing amber on risks of a hard landing 

• ANZ NZ March business sentiment posted a modest lift from February lulls, but market pricing, NZ yields 

and the NZD jumped after surveyed pricing intentions (80.5%) and expected costs (95.9%) hit record 

highs, with inflation expectations (5.5%) at 30-year highs (see our take here). This, and other anecdotes 

point to rising and broadening inflation. We expect a 7½% annual CPI peak in 2022, with inflation 

ending 2022 above 6%. We are sticking to our +25bp OCR hike per meeting call for now but acknowledge 

the RBNZ could well hike by 100bps in the next couple of months.   
 

• The US economy still looks to be going gangbusters, but the US Treasury market is flagging reasons for 

caution. The slope of the Treasury yield curve - 2s10s - briefly inverted yesterday and at just 2bps at 

present, is still around the flattest since 2007. The 5s10s part of the Treasury curve is inverted, signalling 

markets believe that the Fed will slow the economy rather than let inflation take off.  Lifts in NZ yields 

have also been sizeable over March (20-60bps across maturities, led by the 2-year swap yield (3.30%) that 

hit 7-year highs). The NZ swap yield curve (just 12bps for 2s10s) is also the flattest since the GFC.   
 

• Heightened geopolitical tensions were back on the radar screens for markets overnight, with risk 

aversion the predominant mood. Hope of a breakthrough in the Ukraine have dimmed after Russia 

signalled no breakthrough in talks and was regrouping forces to target the eastern Donbas region.  The 

return of war concerns weighed on major US equity indices, with European bouses generally lower. 

Commodity prices were generally firmer. Near-term contract prices were up 2-3% for Brent (USD 113 per 

barrel) and WTI (USD108) on concerns over supply. 
 

• The risk off tone to markets and BOJ pledges to buy more JGBs weighed on Treasury yields. US Treasury 

yields edged lower (10Y 2.36%), with larger falls in the belly of the curve (5Y 2.45%).  European yields 

were up following the strong German inflation print (see below).  
 

• Central bank chatter: FOMC member Barkin (2024 voter) was open to hiking by 50bps in May, but this 

would depend on the strength of the US economy and persistence of inflation pressures.  George (2022 

voter) favoured a “steady, deliberate” approach to withdrawing stimulus. Kashkari (2023 voter), 

cautioned over the flat yield curve. The BOE’s Broadbent warned that markets should be more tuned into 

short-term data than relying on central bank guidance. 
 

• Data wrap: US ADP employment rose in line with expectations (455k), led by strong growth in services 

jobs (377k). US non-farm payrolls are expected to gain around 500k in March, with the unemployment 

rate on track to hit fresh post-pandemic lows (3.7%). German CPI inflation soared to 7.3% yoy in 

February (mkt: 6.2% yoy), the highest in decades. This points to upside risk to Eurozone inflation data 

later this week, where markets are expecting a record 6.7% annual print.  
 

• NZ residential consent activity rebounded to a seasonally adjusted 10.5% in February, pushing annual 

issuance at a record high (49,773). Gains were more prominent in multi-unit dwellings and in the South 

Island likely reflecting affordability considerations and tax advantages to investors from building. 

However, escalating building costs (up 11% on a year ago to just under $2,900 per metre excluding GST), 

rising mortgage interest rates and net population outflows from migration (on track to hit 20,000 persons 

this year) are expected to increasingly weigh on economic activity over 2022. 

 

https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/business-confidence-mar%202022.pdf
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• FX Update:  USD weakness was the predominant theme, with the AUD and CAD also weaker. The Yen 

and Swiss franc were the strongest performers in the G10, with markets also speculating that BOJ’s recent 

comments could presage looming FX intervention. The NZD peaked just under 70 US cents and 93 

Australian cents overnight and traded in a 0.6950 to 0.7000 USD range.  

 

• Day ahead: NZDM to tender $200m of the 2027 and 2051 lines, with our CBA colleagues expecting yields 

to come in slightly below mid-market levels. Our CBA colleagues expect a 15% rebound in Australian 

building approvals in February, with the market expecting private sector credit to accelerate to 7.9% yoy, 

a post-GFC high. Chinese PMIs are expected to cool, with manufacturing expected to contract given 

COVID-19 disruptions. Annual US inflation from the headline (6.4%) and core (5.5%) PCE deflator are 

expected to hit fresh 40-year highs. The US labour market is expected to remain exceptionally tight, 

with jobless claims (initial: 196k, continuing: 1340k) hovering around multi-decade lows.  There are a 

number of public comments from FOMC (including vice chair Williams) and ECB members tonight.  

 

Author: mark.smith4@asb.co.nz 
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6976 0.5% NZD/SEK 6.448 -0.4% NZX WMP 4595.0 0.4% Dow 35136 -0.4%

NZD/AUD 0.9290 0.6% NZD/DKK 4.649 -0.1% Gold $/o 1932.7 0.7% S&P 500 4599 -0.7%

NZD/EUR 0.6249 -0.2% NZD/THB 23.2 0.0% WTI Oil $/b 107.0 2.7% NASDAQ 14454 -1.1%

NZD/JPY 84.95 0.2% AUD/USD 0.7508 -0.1% Money Market (%) FTSE 7579 0.6%

NZD/GBP 0.5311 0.2% EUR/USD 1.116 0.6% 90 Day BB 1.60 0.00 CAC-40 6742 -0.7%

NZD/CAD 0.8705 0.4% USD/JPY 121.8 -0.9% OCR 1.00 0.00 DAX 14606 -1.4%

NZD/CHF 0.6436 -0.4% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 22232 1.4%

NZD/HKD 5.460 0.5% NZ 3.27 -0.06 1yr 2.78 0.05 Nikkei 28027 -0.8%

NZD/SGD 0.9436 0.2% US 2.35 -0.04 2yr 3.33 0.06 ASX200 7515 0.7%

NZD/CNH 4.436 -0.1% Aust 2.80 -0.11 5yr 3.46 0.01 NZX50 12099 0.0%
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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